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Out in the darkness the serpants arise
The fire starts melting the snow

Chains of slavery are breaking in two
So the empire of evil  can grow

Myths of the past are undying at last
Hearts pound inside the l ight of the moon

The wind and the rain, the blood in my veins
The meltdown is coming too soon

Ice cold winter, freeze my soul
There is no place to go

Underdogs are gathering
In a place nobody should know

Release the curse in the smoke and the rust
As the sinner is choosing his way

Sending the plague seven days into the dark
Bringing madness and hell to this day

The undead arise, leave their funeral in despise spread the ash and the dust on
the ground

On the way, ki l l  the brave, they march to their grave lead by a terrible sound

Sand of time is running blind
Bitter-sweet is the pain
Purgatory chose its path

It plunges through my lungs and my veins

Terminate, gods on the right
Hunting down the victims

At day and at night
Violence, there is no annulation

The stronger race is feeding
On the weaker creation

Braindead, branded with a mark
On dogs of hell we're riding
With the evil force we bark

Reconning, counting the days
Four ugly demons break your power

As they daze

Muthas of metal are seeking for blood
In their ruins, they're never to tame

The bringer of evil  their masters defeat
Defending their realm is in vain

Wars of the heathen the pharaohs speak
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Across thousands of years
Spell ing history by ringing a bell
As we drown in mil l ions of tears

Twisting our sphere world's end is near
Peace is nowhere

Hiding somewhere senseless beware
Now it's too late to take care
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